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Abstract

Social anxiety has become the third most common
mental illness in the U.S, but there still is a lack of public
understanding of this issue as it often goes unspoken1.
Through my research, I found that social anxiety is
deeply entangled with environments, situations, and
interpersonal interactions; especially within unfamiliar,
uncomfortable, and unsafe situations.

1 Jefferson, James
W. "Social anxiety
disorder: More
than just a little
shyness." Primary
care companion to
the Journal of clinical
psychiatry 3, no. 1
(2001): 4.

Workplace exacerbates social anxiety as people are
constantly being evaluated by others, exposed to new
situations, and required to perform well, which leaves
no room for people to share the unspoken and seek
support. Guided by the questions of what social anxiety
is and how it affects people, this thesis researches how
internal and external factors produce and sustain social
anxiety.
I create tools and activities for people to support
themselves and their peers, while making space for
people to voice their needs. This thesis advocates for
emotional awareness in the workplace and emphasizes
the need to create an emotionally supportive
environments built off mutual understanding, support,
community, and care.
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ABSTRACT
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Introduction

MAKE YOUR MESS
YOUR MESSAGE
Sometimes, I have some irrational worries before
meeting new people. I will predict what the situation
will be and how other people will perceive me. I am
someone who experiences social anxiety, but have never
look into its essence, causes and effects. My curiosity
brings me to this topic. During exploration throughout
thesis project, I gained a better understanding of my
own struggles and challenged myself in many aspects.

1 Jefferson, James
W. "Social anxiety
disorder: More
than just a little
shyness." Primary
care companion to
the Journal of clinical
psychiatry 3, no. 1
(2001): 4.

I was in 5 different primary schools for 6 years, and after
high school, I moved to a new city from my hometown.
I am used to adapt to different environments smoothly.
But everything changed when I studied for my master’s
degree in biological science in 2015. It is when I became
a researcher and worked in the lab.
There were established cliques among lab members,
and there was a visible hierarchy between doctors and
newbie master students like me. I entered the lab with
one of my classmates, who was already quite familiar
with other lab members. Everyone was so busy that
they didn’t give me a formal welcome. Instead, they
just concentrated on their work. I was overwhelmed
that I needed to know everyone by myself by all means.
Everyone expected my classmate to help me get
familiar with the lab environment, and their attitudes
of indifference made me feel I was being excluded
from this group.
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This situation lasted almost a semester which
influenced how I perceived this space. Every day I told
myself I had to nail my experiments to prove that I am
worthy of attention and care. The lab became a place
that embodied my social anxiety. At last, I finally had
a sense of belonging, but it was out of my effort of
the whole semester. But I still can not accept it that
everyone automatically obeys this “rule” of not giving
emotional support to new members.
My own anxieties and vulnerabilities give me empathy
for people who have similar struggles. As Robin Roberts
said, "make your mess your message", what we are
going through might help with others. Meanwhile, I
have the ability to let their voices be heard by more
people as a designer, using design as a language to
translate the findings in research to visible and tangible
solutions, and to help people who are hindered by
social anxiety in a nuanced way. This is why design is
powerful to me, as it enables me to address the issue
I care, to draw public’s attention to this issue that so
many people experience, and make it visible when
people using and engaging with my design.
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This thesis moves through two phases: The first
phase focuses on understanding social anxiety on
individual level, creating light-hearted ways to help
people communicate and be aware of this issue; the
second phase emphasizes on how environment and
interpersonal interactions maintain social anxiety and
how to design interventions that help people navigate
anxious experience and support each other. Although
the two phases happen chronologically, the final
design process cycles between these two phases, as I
constantly reflect from the information acquired from
experiments and workshop, and some ideas are keep
evolving and reinforcing in this process.
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SOCIAL ANXIETY ≠
SHY ≠
INTROVERT
1 Social Anxiety
Disorder: More
Than Just Shyness.
National Institute of
Mental Health.
2 Hofmann, Stefan
G. "Cognitive factors
that maintain social
anxiety disorder:
A comprehensive
model and
its treatment
implications."
Cognitive behaviour
therapy 36, no. 4
(2007): 193-209.
3 Lane, Christopher.
Shyness: How normal
behavior became
a sickness. Yale
University Press,
2008.

The clinical definition of social anxiety is the fear of,
or avoidance of, social interactions and situations that
involve the possibility of being scrutinized, negatively
evaluated, or judged by others, which can affect
people's work and school performance and daily
activities1.
It is the third common mental illness and reported to
affect about 15 million Americans. The psychological
factors that maintain social anxiety are high perceived
social standards, heightened self-focus, high estimated
social cost, low perceived emotional control, negative
self-perception and perceived poor social skills2.
The transition of social anxiety from social unease
to social disease resulted from a multi-million dollar
campaign started by a leading group of psychiatrists,
pharmaceutical giants, public relations experts and
marketing consultants. They successfully discovered
a new type of psychiatric disorder, which expanded
the pharmaceutical market for anxiety disorders
dramatically3. The advertisements put emphasis on
blaming this problems on individual, and shaped the
image of people with social anxiety as lonely, helpless
and pathetic. Current methods that help people deal
with social anxiety, such as cognitive behavioral therapy,

focusing on a person's capacity to change themselves
through monitoring and reconstructing their thoughts,
feelings and behaviors. It does not address problems in
systems that often have a significant impact on one's
emotional well-being.
Social anxiety is deeply entangled with social
environment, settings, places and interrelationships.
"We exist in and are surrounded by places centers
of meanings"4. How we act in a place is based on
our interpretations for the certain place. Some
interpretations might be preferred by dominant
groups while other interpretations might be seen as
subversive. A feeling of "out of place" causes people to
question behavior and define what is not appropriate
for a particular setting. The comparisons between
"correct" and "incorrect" behavior, as well as criticism
of "social awkward" and "incapable" self – the fear of
falling short of social ideals and imagined expectations
from others5.

4 Cresswell,
Timothy John. In
place/out of place:
Geography, ideology
and transgression.
The University of
Wisconsin-Madison,
1992.
5 Boyle, Louise
Elizabeth. "The social
and anticipatory
geographies of
social anxiety." PhD
diss., University of
Glasgow, 2019.
6 HickinbottomBrawn, Sarah. "Brand
“you”: The emergence
of social anxiety
disorder in the age
of enterprise.weory &
Psychology 23, no. 6
(2013): 732-751.

How a variety of forms of oppression are perpetuated?
People experience social anxiety when they feel out
of place, in other word, they do not belong5. Specific
environments exacerbate social anxiety, such as
workplace. The enterprise culture allows little room for
unhappiness and failure. People are required to conform
to the idea of "normal" behavior according to workplace
culture in which being outgoing and talkative is valued,

SOCIAL ANXIETY: A TWO-WAY PROBLEM
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7 Moeller, Robert
W., Martin Seehuus,
and Virginia
Peisch. "Emotional
intelligence,
belongingness, and
mental health in
college students."
Frontiers in
Psychology (2020):
93.
8 Britt Andreatta.
"A culture of
belonging starts
with psychological
safety." CLO.
February/25/2022.
https://www.
chieflearningofficer.
com/2022/02/25/aculture-of-belongingstarts-withpsychological-safety/
9 Edmondson, Amy
C. The fearless
organization:
Creating
psychological safety
in the workplace for
learning, innovation,
and growth. John
Wiley & Sons, 2018.
Images: American
Journal of Psychiatry,
Aug. 2003
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while being silent or social discomfort are recognized
as unacceptable. The value placed on networking and
self-monitoring relentlessly to advocate for oneself
and maximize every opportunity exacerbates anxious
experience7.
A sense of belonging is centered on gaining attention,
and support from group members, as well as providing
them with support. A study found a positive correlation
between a sense of belonging and emotional wellbeing and happiness, it even includes a reduction in the
mental health problems including anxiety, depression,
social anxiety, hopelessness, and loneliness. Belonging
required people to be authentic and vulnerable8. What
are the important factors that contribute to cultivating
a sense of belonging?
Psychological safety enables us to speak up, be
ourselves, empathize, collaborate, connect and build
trust. It also encourages us to take a risk, be innovative,
and be creative in our thinking. It is "a sense of
confidence that the team will not embarrass, reject
or punish someone for speaking up", Edmondson
wrote."It describes a team climate characterized by
interpersonal trust and mutual respect in which people
are comfortable being themselves.9" In Google's
Project Aristotle, they did a global study of their teams
on what distinguished accomplished teams from the
teams with poor performance. The data they collected
indicated that psychological safety was critical to
making teamwork. The results of surveys create a new
work culture that empowers people to identify and

address their feelings and acknowledge each other's
difficult feelings.
The lab is similar to an office setting to some extent,
both advocating for efficiency and professionalism,
where everyone is expected to act in a certain
way and everything else is regarded as something
unacceptable. There are so many stories I read about
how people feel beaten up by social anxiety when they
adapt themselves to the workplace environment and
get along with coworkers. It is frustrating that they
have to hide their anxiety and be oppressed by the
workplace environment. My goal has become to give
everyone tools to voice their emotional needs and
make the condition of social anxiety visible, enhance
mutual understanding and support, and relieve anxiety
in the workplace!

INTRODUCTION
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HOW TO SPEAK THE
UNSPOKEN WORD

When we feel socially anxious in certain situations, we
don't talk about our challenges, instead, we think we
should be able to act the same as others who manage
with ease. It feels like we are the only ones struggling,
as for people who are not socially anxious, it is difficult
for them to understand our irrational fear of social
situations.

10 Hass-Cohen, Noah,
and Joanna Clyde
Findlay. Art therapy
and the neuroscience
of relationships,
creativity, and
resiliency: Skills
and practices
(norton series
on interpersonal
neurobiology). WW
Norton & Company,
2015.
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Because we share different experiences, some people
can function well in some situations but not so well
in other similar situations. For example, someone who
can go out hanging with friends but feel uncomfortable
to have lunch with his colleagues, or someone who can
give a splendid well-prepared speech but is struggling
with impromptu and unpredictable small talk. Would
they be seen as rude, antisocial or unfriendly? The
lack of public awareness of social anxiety leads to
misreading and judgments, but it's challenging to have
vulnerable conversations that admit our perceived
weaknesses and unease. How can we share the
unspoken with people surrounding us?

verbal communication for me. Taking myself as an
example. A piece of paper gives me extended space
for navigating through my thoughts, and the time for
drawing or writing helps me to weave the fragments
of words. I used to write letters to my parents about
things that were challenging and uncomfortable for
me. The letters are invitations for my parents to enter
this space I created for better communication and to
connect our feelings. In this situation, the letters works
as a communication tool between my parents and
me. However, it doesn't happen to many people who
are sort of similar to me. They also need a medium
for expressing their feelings to other people. In the
following phase, I keep exploring new ways for people
to express themselves in the workplace.

"Expressivity is central to the ability to communicate
what is often difficult or too embarrassing to discuss.10"
I always love to find a medium to communicate with
other people, which is more effective than direct

INTRODUCTION
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Phase I
Overview: I tried different methods to have vulnerable
conversations with people to map out how they navigate
anxious situations. My roles are active listening, and hugs
giving at the end. It’s an emotionally engaged research
process with a collection of living experiences with social
anxiety.

Method: Interview, experiment, co-design workshop

* cats warning
16
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Experiment:
Mapping the feelings, unpacking the
emotional and behavioral experiences
that interviewees had while navigating
socially anxious situations.
HOW I FEEL

Method
1/ Provided participants with a range of
different emojis.
2/ Participants select and arrange the
emojis on the worksheet. Think about:
How did you feel at that moment? How
would you like to feel? Jot down the
reasons that cause these feelings.
3/ Fill in the worksheet.

REASON

HOW I WANT
TO FEEL

REASON
Before

18

During

After

PHASE I/ EXPERIMENT
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HOW I WANT
TO FEEL
HOW I FEEL
20

safe
comfortable
have fun
love & appreciation
not overwhelmed
celebrate

excited
hopeful
calm
open-minded
happy

content
comfortable
rational
relaxed
be present

Before

During

After

dreadful
worried
overthink
nervous

uncomfy
unsafe
embarrassed
nauseous

relieved
embarrassed
guilty
panicked
sick

PHASE I/ EXPERIMENT
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Insights
Using emoji is effective to identify feelings. The
sorting and writing process helped participants
be present and have more time and space to
recall and reflect on their memories.
I summarized the struggles people have in
these three stages of social interactions and
looked into design opportunities.

1/ Before social interaction

3/ After social interaction
Challenge:
Replay the scenario in mind and compare self with
other people; focus on the flaws and minimize
positive experiences; reinforce negative beliefs
about self
Opportunity:
Bring back the enjoyable moments, good memories;
identify irrational thoughts; become more prepared
for next social engagement
Those insights
applied to the
core values of
my designs .

Challenge:
Unknowns amplify worries; anticipate worst
consequences
Opportunity:
Challenge negative thoughts;
remind them of positive cues in social interactions

2/ During social interaction
Challenge:
Overly self-conscious; increased physical and
behavioral symptoms
unable to regulate emotions; want to escape from
the feared situations
Opportunity:
Distractions from self-focused perspective;
be aware of feelings and behaviors that are signs
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HOW TO SHARE THE
UNSPOKEN

with the serious subject matter, they still maintain
comforting and relatable, and even humorous tones
of comics.
"The work of art comprises two elements: The inner
and the outer. The inner element, take in isolation,
is the emotion in the soul of artist that causes a
corresponding vibration in the soul of another person,
the receiver. As long as the soul remains joined to the
body, it can be a rule only receive vibrations via the
medium of the senses, which form a bridge from the
immaterial to the material.11" The art creates a space
where people's emotions are connected, although
they are not appear to be proximate in time and
space.

11 Wassily Kandinsky,
“Content and
Form” [1910-1911], in
Kandinsky: Complete
Writings on Art,
Volume One (19011921), ed., Kenneth
C. Lindsay and Peter
Vergo (London: Da
Capo, 1982), 87.

How to create this kind of 'vibration'?
How to capture emotion effectively?
How to make the theory more engaging &accessible to people?
The "Adaptation Container" experience is an example
of art therapy, which helps participants to express
difficult emotions and develop resilient coping skills12.
Images left column to right column:
alison zai, worry lines, WANG XX

These illustrations
attract me as how
they resonate with
my feelings. The
stories are so vivid
and engaging.

Mental health issues are complex and affect people
differently. Even if people want to learn about
mental health, it requires a lot of effort to read
psychological articles which analyze these problems
from the academic perspective. The accessibility of
the associated knowledge is what I was thinking to
improve for the general public.
I'm inspired by those illustrators who express
uncomfortable feelings by drawings. Although dealing

24

The participants are asked to choose a box, decorated
it inside and out. The inside represents private
intrapersonal self, and the outside represents social
interpersonal self. Through art expression, using
inspiring images, symbols and colors to decorate
the box, the participants take thoughtful ownership
of their inner spaces by reflecting on internal and
external self, . Sometimes the symbol or the place
that are shown in images could become a private
sanctuary space. The process of decorating the
box is creating space for self-understanding and
compassion.

12 Hass-Cohen, Noah,
and Joanna Clyde
Findlay. Art therapy
and the neuroscience
of relationships,
creativity, and
resiliency: Skills
and practices
(norton series
on interpersonal
neurobiology). WW
Norton & Company,
2015.

This example
inspires my incoming
experiment.

PHASE I/ HOW TO SHARE THE UNSPOKEN
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Through the conversations, I realized how common
issue social anxiety is. Some similar stories stood out.
I decided to make an interactive & illustrative
storybook that:
1/ captures those anxious experience
2/ provides readers with related coping strategies
that I read from research articles
3/ integrates prompts readers to reflect on the
scenarios
4/ mirrors with self-affirmative information

During lock down, I started drawing this cat as a
way to express myself since last year, when we were
making isolation journal. It was also applied as a
visual tool for storytelling.
In the interviews, I asked people to use this cat to
represent themselves and describe their behavioral
responses when they feel socially anxious. It made the
interviews become more fun and engaging. People
were willing to share uncomfortable memories, as
they seem to describe this cat's experience, like
an outsider looking inside. It also provides a more
objective perspective for them to reflect on the
situations.
26

I hope this storybook could become a growing
collection of stories, an educational tool that
encourages more people to learn about social anxiety
and speak up their social anxiety. I wish it could be
a physical escape and quick resource for people in
need. The storybook is set as A5 for its portable
usage.
The following spreads are excerpts from the
storybook. The pages in yellow are examples of
1/ and 2/ mentioned above. The quotes are from
personal conversations with anonymous interviewees.

PHASE I/ HOW TO SHARE THE UNSPOKEN
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I will focus on reality.

"Overthinking about negative
perceptions that people may
have for me."
"Thinking too much stuck me."
"If interacting with people I
like/respect, I will think if I did
something wrong."
"Did they understand me? Did I
offend anyone? "

We need to be more objective.

28

STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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30

STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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Whatever happens, this experience is an opportunity for
joy, growth, or both.

"It got me during presentation
when people staring at me or
become so silent."
"It's such an awkward moment
when it comes to expressing
my own opinions, I just doubt
myself and I feel worse if I
compare myself with better
presenters."
"I realize that I always focus
on the flaws, and filter all the
positive aspects like people's
praise on my work."
"My hand and feet are sweating,
my heart is racing, I will step
back unconsciously and avoid
eye contact."
"I'm worried if what I said
would sound stupid. Thinking
about I was not saying what I
wanted to say makes me more
anxious."

Everyone's work has its own worth, so does
yours! Don't trap yourself at what happened,
focusing on the present and enjoy yourself.
32
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STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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I choose courage over fear and peace over perfection.

"I can't help thinking about the
mistakes and imperfections
even after days or weeks, and
all these negative thoughts
reinforce my criticism on
myself."
"I'm always destroying my
confidence."

Step back and having conversations with others
help a lot, which allows you to see the whole
picture from a different perspective.
36

STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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Bubbles for reader to fill in
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STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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"I feel so uncomfortable when
surrounded by people, I will
stay at the corner and hope
nobody notice me."
"I would rather keep quiet and
do nothing rather than say/do
anything wrong."
"After seeing people, I assume
people will dislike me and
recall if I have made any
mistakes."

Don't take it so seriously. Find the most
comfortable position of yourself at that
situation. Find distractions and remember the
enjoyable moments.
40

STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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Social situations aren't always easy, and I give my self
love and compassion in this moment.
42

"I feel like I put the period to
every conversation, people just
stop the conversation when I
finish talking."
"I will find excuse to leave."
"I'm afraid of being seen as
dumb or weak."
"My coping mechanism is
running, escaping from the
situation and smoking."

STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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I am loved for my authenticity, not for the illusion of
perfection.
46

"I overthink a lot before the
event."
"Overwhelmed by thinking
about all of the potential outcomes or situations."
"I always think in worst-case
scenarios."

STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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STORYBOOK: IT'S NOT THAT SAD
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This spread intentionally left blank for you to take a breath.
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co-design
workshop:
1/ To generate ideas that ease people’s
process of adapting themselves to the
new environment.
2/ To gain insight into possibilities
of designing objects that facilitate
interactions.

Method
1/ Please read the comics and put yourselves
in the character’s shoes and think about their
feelings and struggles in the scenarios. You
could also recall the moments when you feel
socially anxious, such as when you are entering
a new environment, and think about what could
ease your anxiety at that moment.
2/ Use clay to create objects that encourage
conversations, or as comfort that sooth your
feelings. After making the object, create a
profile for it (name, size, color, story).
3/ Work in rotation. Create the object first
then move to the next person's object, add
decorations on it and give it a another name.
4/ Share with the group your intention and
inspiration.

52
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For the comic strips, I choose the two most
common scenarios that people mentioned in
interviews.
The public speaking/professional settings
mean to be the focus of all the attentions.
One feels heart racing, voice shaking, which
reinforces one's anxious feeling.

Being in an unfamiliar situation, feeling
overwhelmed to meet new people, one needs
to have some time to warm up.
In the meantime, being too conscious for
self-monitoring one has no clue to start
conversations with other people and avoid
making any mistakes in the conversation.

54

PHASE I/ CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
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PHASE I/ CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
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FUNCTIONAL
OBJECTS
After the workshop, I divided the
objects into two categories, one is selfcomfort/self-support objects, the other
group includes objects that encourage
interactions and could function as icebreakers.

Self-supportive

Encourage interactions

Comfort

Interactive

Safety

Fun

Warmth

Attractive
Shifts-focus
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* The notes of additions are
marked using an arrow.
New name is given by the
second person who add
decorations on the object.

new name*
Smiley plate

profile

Add lines, make it look like a
smiley face*.

Name

Travel-size Plate Buddy

Size

Hand held

Color

Purple

Story

I find that having food or drinks with you,

giving you something to hold, brings comfort to
socially anxious scenario for me, so this is a travel-

"A little plate I can just hold and leave it in my
hand, maybe I can put some candies inside. This
actually being really familiar to me and being
really comforting. "
– Cynthia
60

size plate that I can hold on to at any moment.
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new name
Cozy cone

profile

Add colors to the inside.
Look inside, it's so fun!

Name

Cocoon

Size

40" * 30" * 30"

Color

White, with wings attached

Story

to calm, to feel cozy

to not to be ashamed
to hide

"You could wear it from feet to shoulder. Even
you have turned into a butterfly, you still want to
be back in the cocoon for some reason, which is
totally fine. "
– Megan
62

to comfort oneself!

63

new name
Chewing Gum S.A.T

profile
Name

S.A.T Social Anxiety Teether

Size

Hand-held

Color

3 colors, one for each section

Story

Hold each section of the SAT in your hand

hand as you remember a moment of anxiety+allow

"This is a physical guide to relieve the painful
memory and remind yourself of what is real,
and what is realistic about how people perceive
this situation as not the end of the world and
let it go. I thought it as a baby teether. "
– Calgary

64

yourself to feel bad(yellow), recognize what's real
v.s. exaggerated stories(pink), then let it go(white)
(teething not actually involved)

65

new name
The "I got your back"
pat

Add fingers
to make it feel
like a real pat.

profile
Name

Pat

Size

12" * 6"

Color

glowing fire colors

Story

Pat walked out of a warm camp fire when

she saw I was feeling cold + alone. Now she sits on
my back and gives me warm pats!

"Pat on my back gives me warm pats."
– Lauren
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new name
My heart-full flower

profile

Add hearts to make it more
friendly that you can give
these little hearts to people.

Name

"Pick me" flower

Size

a real size of a flower

Color

multi-colors

Story

I give the flower of my soul to you, and

I hope you can know me from inside out.

"I am afraid of starting a conversation with
stranger, so if I really want to
talk with this person, I will give this to her. I
really want you to know me, the other person
can peel the petals and know me gradually.
_ Qingxian

68
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new name
Esteem

profile

Add a little flower to make it like
a spotlight on the object, so it will
make people focus on it and spark
conversations about the story of it.

Name

Texturi

Size

Bracelet sized

Color

Silver + jewel

Story

Weighted textural bracelet for anxiety.

With a jewel and a story that helps breaks ice.

"Touching stuff makes me feel calm, so I made
a bracelet with beads you can touch when you
feel anxious, but also has little jewels that have
story. When someone notices it and you can
share the story to break the ice."
– Charlie
70
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new name
HAHA MAN

profile

Add tear drop and red nose to make
it more humorous and less tacky.

Name

The Seeing Point

Size

Glasses that fit on your face

Color

blue with eyes that are the same color

Story

Showing video of your eyes so you

don't have to make direct eye contact with people

"I was thinking about how eye contact could be really
hard for people, especially when presenting at any
social settings, there could be glasses that have video
of your eyes so you don't have to look directly at
someone."
– Juliana
72
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new name
The huge banana
with mildew

profile

Add mould to it to make it more playful
and they can be detached from the
outside of the banana.

Name

Mr. Huge Banana

Size

80cm*300cm

Color

Yellow & white

Story

Mr. Huge Banana is a large size delicious

fruit but need at least 4 people to peel it

"I want to surprise people and have discussion about it.
You need to collaborate with people when you try to peel
off the banana."
– Jian
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"Comics were a good conversation starter!"

"I wish I had more time to create the clay
objects. If you had a longer session on just
that activity, I can see 2 to 3 more rounds
of having other people add to the object!
(It was fun!)"

"It surprised me after other people added
on my objects, I feel less stressed"
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"Co-creation with topic of social anxiety is
a 'sweet spot' for breaking the ice"

"I could see this as an activity before crit
or networking events–equivalent of a business card"

I am so grateful for my courageous heart for stepping outside my comfort zone.

"The comic was a nice way to understand
the scenario and spark conversations"

PHASE I/ CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
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Insights
In this workshop, I chose air clay as the material since
it is low-risk, easy to use and provides participants with
good control over what they are creating.
I'm also inspired by art therapy, which focuses on
utilizing the sensory qualities of art media alongside
the inherent ambiguity of art making processes. The
making process integrates the physical and spiritual,
which may evoke strong emotions and provide
opportunities for participants to express, communicate
and regulate emotions.
The objects are the embodiments of the emotional
supports participants need, and I'm glad to see
everyone feel more relaxed and have fun in this activity.

This workshop is also an exploration of facilitating
conversations about social anxiety by creating artifacts
and helping people share and communicate what is
often challenging to discuss.
In working in pairs, the co-creation might hopefully
lead to co-regulation. By reading the profile of objects,
the next person learn about the former person's need
and respond to it in a non-verbal way, which evokes coconsciousness11. On this basis, the conversation flows
naturally. When people share the making process, they
unconsciously show their support to their partners.

11 Wassily Kandinsky, “Content and
Form” [1910-1911], in
Kandinsky: Complete
Writings on Art,
Volume One (19011921), ed., Kenneth
C. Lindsay and Peter
Vergo (London: Da
Capo, 1982), 87.

There are commonalities of features through
observations of the objects, such as playful, inviting,
tactile, and funny. In addition, the fun aspect matters in
people's interaction, such as rubbing the beads, being
wrapped in a cocoon, holding the plate, squeezing the
bracelet, and being patted by the blanket. Most objects'
sizes are hand-held or simply handled by an individual.
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phase I insights

It’s a multifaceted learning process. Through literature,
interviews, and active discussions on the online forum,
I’m surprised by how common social anxiety is and the
fluctuating nature of the anxious experience. From the
interviews, most people’s socially anxious experiences
relate to their environments and the surrounding
people. For example, it is common for them to
engender social anxiety when feeling “otherness” in
a group, being rejected from a group, and being in
an unfamiliar environment that lacks emotional safety.
It’s a feedback loop – how we internalize the situation/
place influences how we react to it. If we perceive it
negatively, our anticipation reinforces our fear of this
situation.

13 Speer, Megan
E., and Mauricio R.
Delgado. "Reminiscing about positive
memories buffers
acute stress responses." Nature Human
Behaviour 1, no. 5
(2017): 1-9.
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People have different coping strategies for their
anxiety. Some are helpful, such as taking a walk,
stepping back, and talking with friends. At the same
time, some are maladaptive, such as drinking and
smoking or wandering and cocooning. A therapist told
me that one of the first things he does in every session
is to try to identify unhelpful coping mechanisms.
Besides, when people recall their experiences, they
are inclined to adverse experiences, like negative selfperceptions. Supportive memories can function to
offset the effects of disturbing memories13. The thing
is, how can we remind people to think about positive
cues in social interactions?
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Imagine It has been six months since you onboarded
remotely. You usually work in your bedroom,
sometimes take a coffee break when there is no
meeting, or even watch a basketball game before
daily check-ins. It's an ordinary morning on Thursday.
Everyone appears online on Teams, bubbles with
"hi", "good morning" pop up in the chat. Your fingers
automatically tap on the keyboard - "morning",
you murmur "morning" to yourself, feeling the tiny
vibration of your vocal cords, but no one can hear it.
You close your eyes, imagine you are walking on
the way to the office, maybe run a little bit because
you are usually late. The wind is singing chords with
birds and blowing your hair into a mess. You tidy up
your hair and notice the shaking shadows of the tree
joggling on the ground. Finally, you enter the office
building, greeting each other at the office, people
smiling, saying "Hi" with an uplifting tone, maybe a
morning hug.
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Open your eyes, yawn, and stretch your arms,
dragging your mind back to this flat screen and
silence in your room. It is time to work. One of
your morning responsibilities is checking tasks
for today. Rubbing your sore eyes that still have
not recovered from yesterday's hard work, you
click on the Calendar. The last row is "Happy
hour".
You frown, thinking you will have to spend one
extra hour on screen, thousands of excuses to
skip it screaming in your head. "Bzzt" - a text
message says "A new package has arrived, it
feels so suspicious because you didn't order
anything. Curiosity takes you downstairs, this is
a package on your doorstep, you double-check
the name and the address, it's a package from
your company. You can't wait to open it! Inside
is a box with your name on it, it feels so special
and personal.
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Phase II
Overview: Based on the explorations and learnings
from phase I, I focus on researching how the workplace
influences people experiencing social anxiety, continue
to create media for people to express themselves and
communicate the unspoken, and build interpersonal
connections.

Method: Interview, survey, experiments, workshops.
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HOW WORKPLACE
MAINTAINS
ANXIOUS EXPERIENCE
14 American Psychological Association, and American
Psychological
Association. "Stress
in America 2009."
(2009): 174.
15 Cheng, Bonnie
Hayden, and Julie M.
McCarthy. "Understanding the dark
and bright sides of
anxiety: A theory of
workplace anxiety."
Journal of Applied
Psychology 103, no. 5
(2018): 537.
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40% of Americans report feeling anxious during the
workday, and 72% experience anxiety daily, which they
believe interferes with their work and life moderately14.
Researchers have modelled the complexity of
workplace anxiety – a theory of workplace anxiety15.
It comprises the between-person level, which
represents relations between dispositional workplace
anxiety and typical job performance; the withinperson level, which includes relations between
situational workplace anxiety and episodic job
performance.

Anxiety
level

Before Covid

Work from home

Back to o ce

social anxiety
social expectation

overwhelmed

isolated
impossible to show and
tell other people’s feelings

They pointed out that social anxiety is a valuable
area for further research because it is essential in
the corporate realm. Many jobs require constant
interactions and strong social skills, such as marketing
and law. People are being evaluated by others, being
exposed to new situations, being put on the spot
and always having the pressure to perform well. The
workplace creates the whole combination of factors
for social anxiety.

Due to the pandemic, there are fluctuations in
social anxiety levels alongside the changing in
social expectations. Although remote work requires
less social interaction, it results in loneliness.
Communication relies on digital languages, which
leads to ambiguity when people send brief messages,
and we cannot use body language to signal
feelings. The tone is also absent in digital language,
which may cause some misunderstandings during
communication16.

But there is also a bright side to workplace anxiety. It
motivates people to work harder, especially those who
experience social anxiety. Some people will somehow
set a high standard for themselves and always commit
to well-done work under social pressure.

When the transition from work-from-home to workin-person happens, there is also a significant climb in
anxiety levels as people are worried about their rust
social skills.

16 Jessi Hempel.
“Digital Body
Language with Erica
Dhawan.” Produced
by LinkedIn. Hello
Monday with Jessi
Hempel, November
15, 2021. Podcast,
MP3 audio, 33min.
https://podcasts.
apple.com/us/
podcast/digitalbody-languagewith-erica-dhaw
anid1453893304
?i=1000541912627.
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"It’s hard to build bond with colleagues through
activities. Volunteer on zoom is much harder, which
asks more screen time. It could be fun if we are not
doing something digital."—Ian

"I feel isolated work at home." —YQ

"I hope other people could know about my trigger at work,
vice versa. I lost my temper with my project manager once,
because I was so anxious about my tasks and she came and
gave me more stuff to do. I really concerned how she would
change her attitude toward me and I wanted to let her know
that I was just in a bad mood."—Lele
"If I could know their personalities earlier, I would
understand more about their work styles and avoid
misunderstanding."—Sunny
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"I feel anxious after work. Because
there is no process of mentally
unwind, I can’t feel I’m physically
leave the work."—Ian
"It’d be good to have specific attention to my needs.
I need to be proactive and bring my issues up,
rather than the company being very proactive."—
Chetan

PHASE II/ EMOTIONS IN WORKPLACE
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"The onboarding is basically all about big picture of company.
And my colleagues only know my name, that’s all.”—YQ
"You know a person better through the things he/she does/
loves.”—Jennifer
"I’m curious about other people’s story, like where they
graduated, their interests, their former work experience."—Ian

"It was really awkward at the beginning, we only have work
interactions. There was a misalignment between their real
personalities and how I perceived them."—Sunny

"There should be more avenues for you to bring your
personalities. There is no place to know people’s work style or
any personal interests like which will inform me more about
that person.”—Jennifer

"We had an in-person party of the whole company after a
year of remote work. It’s an anxious experience to meet so
many people and I didn’t know how to talk with other people.
It’s chaos."—Jennifer
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Survey:
Emotions in the
workplace
To gain a better understanding of how
people deal with their emotions and
anxiety at work, I did a survey with new
professionals and got 33 responses.
Questions

1/ Have you ever felt socially anxious in
the workplace?
2/ If you have experienced socially
anxious in the workplace, what are
the situations that make you feel
socially anxious?
3/ How do you cope with your social
anxiety? Is there anything that helps
you loosen up?
4/ Do you agree that the workplace
should not only be for efficiency
and professionalism but also create
space for employees’ feelings and
vulnerabilities?
5/ Did you feel anxious on the first day
at work?
6/ What are the reasons that caused
your anxiety on the first day at work?
7/ Do you think companies should give
choices for employees to express
their personalities?
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72.7%

Feel anxious on the first day at work

The main reasons that make them anxious about the
first day are being in the new environment, meeting new
people, and difficulty of starting a conversation.

How might we help people adapt
to new work environment?
How might we help people adapt
to new work environment?

87%

Experienced social anxiety at work

The situations include talking with the authorities, speaking
at a meeting, team-building activities, onboarding and
having conflicts with co-workers.

How might we support people get
through anxious situations?
How might we create a workplace
culture that helps everyone feel
welcomed and supported?

87.5%

Need ways for self-expression

We can't fully divide ourselves into the work-half and
life-half. This result corresponds to what interviewees said
shown on the previous spreads.

How might we empower people to
feel comfortable being themselves
and expressing their emotions?
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Experiment:
Design name tags for the welcoming
events for new students in MID
program. Use name tags as ice-breaker
to encourage conversations.

Method
1/ Choose a name tag with your preferred
shape
2/ Write your response to the questions
on the name tag
3/ Find the people with same shape on
their name tags
4/ Ask them those questions and get to
know each other
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The variety of question works well to start a conversation

The questions can be more light-hearted. They are sort
of overwhelming to some people

I enjoyed this activity personally as I always feel
overwhelmed to meet new people at the networking
events, and the name tag breaks the ice effectively.
It was fun to see how everyone responded to the
questions differently. Some people struggled for a
while to write, and a student even left her name tag
blank. She told me it was because of her performance
anxiety, which stressed her to find words that
represented herself. This conversation would not
happen without this little name tag. I'm surprised with
the space it created for exchanges.
It helped by giving structure to a conversation. It's like
a cheat sheet you can rely on to talk with strangers. It
kept the conversations going as people followed the
instruction and found others with the same shape on
their name tags. I also got feedback for the range of
questions, such as "I value…" is a good prompt but
takes time to think before answering. I can see the
potential of designing prompts for many different
activities that follow up the questions, such as finding
the next person and doing some collaborative tasks.
And the inclusiveness of questions should be taken
into consideration.

Even they already know each other, the prompts made it
fun to know more about the person they talked with
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Community value
workshop
Collaborate with Julian Wellisz
As Julian(a member from my lovely
cohort) and I had overlapping interest
in fostering community building and
collaborations, we created this workshop
together to invite students and faculty
within MID community be in the same
space to get to know each other better
through collaboration, to discuss
community values. Created safe space for
them to voice their needs and share their
opinions.
We hope the participants could
think about the community values
more frequently and develop new
understandings through this workshop.
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Method
0/ Before the workshop, prepare with 3-5 MID
community values in mind, ones that you feel
are important to discuss and practice.
1/ Icebreaker: Take a candy and one stack of
yellow cards and pass it on. Read and answer
the questions according to the color of the
candy.
2/ Value compilation: Write down the values you
brought on the yellow cards. Stating and placing
them on the table. Sorting the values into
categories with group.
3/ Work in groups to populate the community
value boards. Each group focus on a key value,
grouping related values under the category,
define the key value, discuss ways we practice it
currently and new ways to practice it.
(Detailed instruction please check @ https://sites.
google.com/risd.edu/mid-community-activities/
community-values/how-to-run?authuser=0)
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Through the previous experiments and workshop, I
find objects are powerful tools to relieve tension. I'm
interested in adding details to the artifacts using in the
workshop, to make them more fun and engaging. We
add little hooks to the cards for hanging them on the
string, it was so fun when we generated this idea and
imagined how people would hang up these cards in
a nice-looking way. Our goal is making it easy to read
and edit, so we also used white board. These objects
imply their functions in an explicit way and facilitated
discussions and interactions
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"It's nice to see people across the board and
hearing different voices."

Discussing in small groups ensures everyone's voice
is heard.

"Think about possibilities feels great. Don't
have much pressure since we keep it in mental space."

"Momentum. The 2 hours timing requires effort."

"Regularity & evidence. How to have
evidence to continue showing people the
value of the workshop and how to keep it
running?"
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With the support of the current Graduate Program
Director—Ayako Takase, it will become an annual
event of MID which will be held in the Spring semester. Running the workshop will be implemented into
a new role in an existed position.

We created a website as the digital archive
for documentations of past workshops and
instructions of the workshop.
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WeMind is a toolkit includes a series of
objects for welcoming new team members,
supporting communications between coworkers, and helping people cope with
anxiety at work.
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Overview

Brochure

Mood Buddy
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Name Tag

Mood Journal

Mood/mode
Badges

Game

PHASE II/WEMIND KIT
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Core values of
WeMind kit
Awareness

A constructive break

Spread awareness about anxious experience
at office.
Having people who are not impacted by it
think about it as well.
Encourage people to acknowledge and
address their feelings at work.

Help people at the immediate moment, to
escape from thought and bring focus back
to the present.

A proposal, rather than a cure
For better communication & connection
Create ways for people to express themselves.
Encourage interactions between colleagues.
Create safe space for emotional and hard
conversations.

It will not be a "one-size-fits-all" solution but
a way of encouraging change of workplace
culture, which advocates organization to be
proactive to create a caring and supportive
environment.

Accessible
Easing the tension
Add playful elements to alleviate the stress.
Make challenging situations become less
dreadful.
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Low-risk, affordable tools. Make it easier to
implement in routine at work.
Integrating helpful tips from psychological
research into the tools.

PHASE II/WEMIND KIT
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Help you know each
other better & easier!

Feeling anxious on your first day at work?
Finding it difficult to start a conversation?
Knowing nothing about colleagues’ personalities and
work styles?
Don’t worry, this brochure includes all the
information you need, from interests, and preferred
communication style, to their advice on self-care at
work.
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Let your Mood
Buddy speak
for you!

Mood Buddy as a visual indicator of your current
mood/status, drawing with a dry-erasable pen to
create your buddy. Sometimes it is hard to ask for
help or have a quiet and concentrated moment at
work, let Mood Buddy help you!
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Mood buddy comes with a set of speech bubbles
showing different messages, including a blank one
that you can write. A good buddy brings fun and
love to your desk!

PHASE II/WEMIND KIT
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Sit with your feelings,
the journal is here for u.

Get it done You will feel better!
DATE/
PRIORITY

TO DO

LEVEL OF ANXIETY
LOWM ID HIGH

Although you are busy at work, you need a
moment to sit with your emotions and understand
the situations which make you feel uncomfortable
and how you react to them.
Mood journal contains an anxiety-to-do-list with
sections for reflections you can write throughout
the day and tips for coping with anxiety. Hopefully,
it could become a resource and a safe space for
you whenever anxiety hits.
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Anxiety to-do list
&
Mood track

Prompts for daily reflections: Happy moments of
today, what could be better
Tips for self-compassion and coping with anxiety.

PHASE II/WEMIND KIT
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It’s that easy to read.

Status badges show your current mood and help
you communicate explicitly about your feelings or
notify people of the issue you want to discuss. Use
it as daily check-in with each other as well as a
reminder to be aware of colleagues' feelings.
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Ticket for your first in-person event.
Perforated card with a detachable name
tag sticker.

PHASE II/WEMIND KIT
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Reflection.

126
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When talking with people about my thesis, the first
question they asked was, "Do you have social anxiety?"
I stayed quiet for a second and answered, "sometimes".
I don't know if my project were about depression,
would they ask the same question? It makes me realize
that people have not treated this issue seriously. But
meanwhile, I realized that I had made more sense of
my struggles, and I became more open to talking about
my emotions.
Empathy is critical for vulnerable exchanges. During
the research, I considered light-hearted ways to allow
people to stay open and feel safe in conversations. For
instance, I would use the cat drawings to provide them
with a second perspective to describe the situation.
Sometimes I felt guilty about asking people to recall
anxious experiences, so I tried to listen actively to let
them know they were not alone.
I determined the three vital elements of designing for
social anxiety through the research, i.e. distraction,
relief, and connection. Distraction—to help people
escape from the spiral of self-defeating thoughts at the
immediate moment; relief—to enable people to have
vulnerable conversations and speak up; connection—to
encourage building bonds by facilitating conversations
and interactions. Although social anxiety is intertwined
with other anxious experiences, I constantly remind
myself how it differentiates itself from general anxiety.
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I'm more aware that the problem is derived from the
environment rather than the person. If the environment
makes people feel psychologically safe and supportive,
social anxiety can be nipped in the bud.
Again, it's not a solution. My commitment to design
something functional and applicable in the real world
somewhat constrained my imagination. Later, it
became more apparent that it's more about letting
more people talk about their feelings at work and
feel empowered to be authentic. It's challenging but
exciting to translate psychological research findings
into tangible tools. I saw the potential of this toolkit,
as they could be adopted as talk pieces for people
to navigate challenging conversations. There is also
a space for improvement in the kit's adaptability; for
instance, the Mood Badges could be transformed into
stickers used in online applications.
I have made considerable progress: being proactive in
talking with people, sending emails, and building new
connections. I let go of some of my self-deprecating
thoughts and stopped being a perfectionist. I learned
to acknowledge my social anxiety and saw the bright
side–I'm more sensitive than others, and I care for
people. Through this journey, I hope I become an
advocate and a contributor to the cause.
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